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Is there an energy that can come about so as to bring a total
transformation in the very process of the mind?
J. Krishnamurti in Saanen, Switzerland
16 July 1974

CAN YOUR MIND BE FREE OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH?

The world outside us and within us is in a chaotic condition,
and the politicians, leaders and priests are trying to solve these
problems through the medium of thought. This has been the
game for centuries upon centuries, trying to solve all human
problems through thought. And apparently from what one sees,
suffering still goes on, wars are endless, governments are more or
less corrupt, politicians play a crooked game, and ideologies and
systems have taken the place of morality and intelligence. Seeing all
this, objectively, without any prejudice or dedication to a particular
ideology or a system, one observes that thought is divisive. Thought
divides, and excellence in thought is not excellence in conduct.
This is something one has to go through, investigate as
deeply as one can, verbally and non-verbally, and that demands
a great deal of care, affection, consideration, a sense of intimate
communication with each other. It demands that you and I share
this thing together, not just listen to a series of words or ideas or
concepts and agree or disagree, but rather really participate with
your heart, your mind, all your energy. Because what we are
sharing is not ideas or concepts. I think such serious concern and
commitment reveal a great deal, not only the source of our thought
and so of our mischief, but also the source of action. We live by
action, we cannot possibly avoid action. You may withdraw from
the world into a monastery; that is also action. You may take a vow;
that is action. Or you might specialise in a particular field that gives
you an opportunity for your talent; and that is action. Action is also
in relationship between you and another. So the movement of life
is action. That is again fairly obvious.
Thought has so far produced in civilisations actions that
are conflicting, contradictory, opposing and therefore breeding a
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great deal of mischief, misery, conflict. That is again obvious. Is
there excellence in thought and therefore action, or is there always
conflict when thought with its ideas produces an action?
Please, this is your life, not my life. If we would understand
our life, behaviour, conduct, relationship, and find out in this
confusion what to do so that action is excellent at all levels, then we
must inquire. Is there an action that is not fragmented by thought,
because thought is fragmentary by its very nature? Through thought
we are trying to find an action at all levels of our life that will
not be contradictory, not be regretful, which will be whole, total,
complete. Can such action be the product of thought? We must
first examine that very carefully before we take the next step. That
is, is there a supremely excellent action that is not based on the
movement of thought? That is the question we will have to ask after
inquiring into fragmentary action that is the product of thought.
Why does thought divide? I do not know if you have noticed
the divisiveness geographically, historically, economically, socially—
God and man, the devil and the saint. Why is thought, upon which
we live, upon which our whole social morality depends, divisive? If
thought is matter, a material process, which it is, and the response
of the past, which it is, then thought creates the movement of time
as yesterday, today and tomorrow. So thought has its source, its very
root, in the past; and having its root in the past it must create time
as movement.
We will go into it. Just listen quietly to it first, don’t agree
or disagree and say, ‘Oh, Lord, what is it all about; I am unhappy; I
want my problems solved immediately; I want to meditate. Should
I be a vegetarian; should I smoke, not smoke; wear leather or not?’
We will come to all those problems a little later, but we cannot
come to them without understanding this extraordinary movement
of thought.
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We asked why thought is divisive, dividing. One sees by
its very nature, its very function and structure, that it has its being
essentially in the past. It lives there—in tradition, in the knowledge
accumulated by oneself or society, or the great accumulation of
scientific knowledge. So thought is essentially movement from
the past, and therefore it must be divisive. Thought can pretend,
stipulate, or conceive that it is beyond time, but it is still thought
that is functioning. It can imagine a timeless state, but it is still
thought. It can pretend that it is going beyond its own limits, but it
is still thought. So thought creates a boundary of time around itself,
and that is the factor of division.
We are all reared in the field of thought. Our education is the
movement in thought, accumulating more and more knowledge,
refining thought, and so on. As thought is divisive, whatever action
it creates must also be fragmented and therefore cause conflict. This
is the principle. Humanity has lived historically in a series of crises
and responses; that inevitably breeds more conflict. This is what
we can see going on in the modern world. When there is a crisis,
thought tries to answer it, and in the very answering creates more
problems. You supply arms to some country knowing jolly well that
is going to create more trouble, and so on.
So can thought ever bring about an action that is whole,
sane, not contradictory? Because our life is contradictory. We live at
different levels: the business, the family, the scientific, religious, or
artistic level, each at variance with the other, each specializing in its
own compartment. And specialization, which is the fashion now,
becomes exclusive, and therefore contradictory and destructive. The
man who specializes in religion is called a saint, and he is the most
destructive person because he has specialized in one department, as
the military do, and so on. So thought, trying to be excellent in its
action, specializes and brings about more conflict, more division.
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I wonder if you are following all this. Don’t follow it verbally;
watch it in yourself, because we are talking about yourself. The
words, the phrases that the speaker is using are a mirror in which
you are looking at yourself, and you can see this happening around
and in yourself. So each specialization has its own ambitious end;
each career has its own reward, which is contradictory, at odds with
affection, care, consideration, love.
So looking at this, one asks if there is an action that is whole,
not fragmentary. In such an action there is no regret, no sense of
fulfilment, no sense of frustration. Is there such an action? That is
what we are asking all our life, because whatever we do brings a
certain amount of pain, a certain amount of confusion or a certain
reward; and in pursuing reward we create more division. So it is
inevitable, natural and logical to ask if there is an action that is not
born out of the movement of thought.
May I digress and go into something that may appear to
be different but is not? We need energy, we have energy—physical
energy, emotional energy, the energy of hate, the energy of lust, and
the energy of great passion. And there is also the energy of great
tension, which is brought about through a sense of frustration,
division and lack of fulfilment. I do not know if you have noticed in
yourself that as one gets older, the body becomes rather worn out:
disease, old age, pain and so on begin, and the energy wastes away.
Most of our energy is the product of conflict—I am, I should be—
the fight, the aggressive desire to continue in a certain direction.
You have noticed all this. Energy is brought about through an ideal
and a commitment to that ideal; the whole Communist world is
based on that from the beginnings with Lenin till now, destroying
people by the million to get what they think is right. That gives
one tremendous energy, as with a saint dedicated to an ideal.
Dedication to a picture, something imagined, a formula, breeds
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extraordinary energy. Idealists have extraordinary energy. In any
form of specialization energy is required. The more you specialize
the more energy you have. One sees this, not only in oneself but
also outside.
Thought creates its own energy, which is what is happening
in the Western world. To produce a marvellous machine like a
submarine, one must have tremendous cooperation, energy, and
that energy is brought about through an idea. Idea is organised
thought, and this kind of energy is always, in the deep sense of the
word, destructive because it is divisive. Now, is there an energy that
is not destructive, which is not divisive, which is not mechanical?
I will go into it. Give me a chance. You know, I didn’t prepare this
talk. I never do and so I too am investigating as I go along. If I
prepared a talk I gave here it would be a beastly bore.
So I am asking myself and you if there is an energy that is
not based on an idea, commitment to an ideology, an energy not
dependent on attachment, whether it is to furniture, an ideal or a
person. Is there an energy that is not in any way involved in the field
of time as thought, as movement? What are we going to find out?
Life is action, the very living, all relationship is action, movement in
action. Action is movement, and that movement is based at present
on thought—whether it is political, religious, social, economic, or
moral relativism, which is rampant in the world now. All that is
based on thought, which is divisive and therefore contradictory and
breeding more misery. Is there an action totally unrelated to all
that?
To find out, one must have energy, but not mere intellectual
energy, with all its accumulated, educated knowledge, nor
emotional energy, which is recognisable by thought, and so still part
of thought. Is there an energy that can come about so as to bring
a total transformation in the very process of the mind? Our minds
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are educated in so many ways, in excellent ways, on the foundation
of thought; and that thought has its own energy, and that energy in
action breeds a great deal of mischief and confusion. That is clear.
To inquire very deeply into whether there is an action that is not
based on the movement of thought, you need a great deal of energy.
It is not the energy of trying to find an end, not the energy that you
have when you are moving in a particular direction, but the energy
that can change the content of consciousness. Do you get what I
am talking about?
Look, to put it differently: one knows what the content of
one’s consciousness is. If one is at all awake, aware, attending to one’s
behaviour, watching, looking, hearing, one knows what the content
of one’s consciousness is. The desire to change that is a movement in
a particular direction, and that does give you energy but is divisive.
Right? One realizes the content must be totally changed because
we can’t go on as we are. Unless we want to destroy the whole of
humanity, we can’t go on as we are. It requires a total transformation
of the content of consciousness. The content makes consciousness,
therefore when there is total transformation of the content there is a
different kind of—I wouldn’t call it consciousness—a different level
altogether. And to bring about that change, you need tremendous
energy. So there must be freedom from direction—please see the
logic of this, the sanity of it—there must be freedom from direction,
from a conclusion. Conclusions give you a great deal of energy, but
of a wasteful kind. So the mind must be free of ideas and ideals.
An ideal is the response of thought, and the mind must be free of
ideals, because that is again a direction. The mind must be free of all
the divisive movements of thought as nationality, race, the stupid
religious divisions, all that.
Now can your mind be free of that? If it cannot, then
whatever you do, stand on your head for ten thousand years, or
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meditate sitting in a posture, breathing rightly, for another ten
thousand years, you will never find ‘the other’. So can the mind,
seeing how stupid, how unintelligent ideals are, see that? Not say
they are wrong and put them away, but see the truth of it. When
you see the truth of it you are free of it—but not when you logically,
historically, examine all this. When you see something as poisonous
you drop it; there is no conflict because your intelligence says it is
too stupid to go that way. Can you free your mind from all this?
Please listen to this. Do you free it in directions one by one? Or
do you free it totally? If you free it one by one that takes energy,
doesn’t it? I may say that I’ll look at my nationality, see how stupid
it is, and drop it. I’ll look at my ideals and say, ‘Good lord that is
too old-fashioned, it doesn’t lead anywhere, it breeds conflict’, and
I’ll drop it. Will you free the mind layer by layer, which will take
time, take analysis—analysis being paralysis? Will you go through
this year after year after year? Or is there a way of looking at all this
totally, and therefore of being totally free of it?
Now, traditionally it is said you must go step by step. First,
you must control your body, breathe rightly—you know all the
beastly games they play. Tradition, and modern psychology both
say, go step by step, analyze, tear away. And you can spend years,
till you die, doing that. Now, is that not a wastage of energy? If it is,
then how shall the mind—please go into this—how shall the mind,
which is the storehouse of all its content, how shall such a mind
empty itself of its content so that it has a totally different existence,
totally different kind of energy? Have I conveyed my question?
Look, the content of my mind is your content. The content of your
consciousness is the content of my consciousness, slightly modified,
with a little more colour, a little less colour, a little more elaboration,
a little less elaboration, more or less artistic, and so on, but it is more
or less the same as your consciousness. The mind becomes aware of
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it, and it says, ‘How can I be aware of the totality of it, not only the
conscious but also the unconscious?’ I know I can strip layer after
layer, both of the conscious and the unconscious; go through that
process taking time, analysing—knowing the danger of analysis. I
can do that; it is the traditional, accepted way of the world if you
are serious and are interested. But I see that it takes infinite time,
because every analysis must be totally accurate, otherwise the next
analysis will be corrupted by the past analysis. So each analysis must
be complete, true and final, otherwise I am lost. Can such analysis
take place; and who is the analyzer? The analyzer is the analyzed.
Right?
So I see that analysis is not going to do a thing. What am
I to do? What is my mind to do when it has seen the absurdity of
this? Now, has it seen the absurdity of it, or does it imagine it has
seen it because somebody has said that it is absurd? We are secondhand people, you understand, so when I accept the authority of
another and say, ‘Yes, that is absurd’, it is a verbal assertion without
any reality. I have accepted the authority of another, and that
acceptance has no validity because it does not produce results. So
the mind discards authority, whether traditional or recent, or the
authority that I have cultivated out of my own desires, selfishness,
demands. So the mind totally discards authority. Can you do it? Not
the authority of law and tax, I am not talking about that, but the
psychological authority of someone telling me what to do. Because
I am in confusion and look to somebody who will free me from this
confusion, out of my disorder I create the authority. It is historically
so; wherever there is disorder, a man springs up tyrannically and
brings about some kind of order, which is total disorder. So can the
mind put away authority because it sees the truth, the significance,
the nature of authority? Not by reacting against authority, which is
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what is going on. When you react against authority, you are creating
another authority. That is obvious.
I do not know if you have seen a cartoon which appeared
in The New Yorker of a little boy and a little girl looking out of a
window, and they see two hippies going along the road. The boy
says to the girl, ‘There goes the Establishment’. That is reaction!
So can the mind, your mind, be free of this traditional approach,
traditional analysis, being introspective, trying to improve, because
you see the truth of it? Therefore there is no guru, no saviour;
there are no steps through meditation to come upon something
extraordinary. There is something extraordinary, but not through
that way. Can the mind put away all this, deny all this without any
resistance?
To do that, you must look. You must look outwardly and
inwardly; hear the music of the world and the discord of the world,
the music inside and the discord inside, because both are the same.
We are an intrinsic part of the world. To do this, as I said, we
require energy, and this energy is not brought about by a concept,
by words. This energy comes when you have insight into the
disorder of a mind which functions mechanically in the movement
of thought. Have you got this? So, no belief, no idea, no concept,
no ideal, no commitment of any kind in that field.
Through negation of what is false, not through resistance
or reaction to the false, but through choiceless rejection of what is
false, you have a different kind of energy, don’t you? Look at it, it
is simple enough. When you are climbing a mountain, you must
discard every thing that you have been carrying on the plain. You
must put aside all the corrupting factors of thought, attachment
and power, domination in different forms. It is far more important
than searching or taking vows to understand attachment, to see the
corruption of property, possession and power.
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May I go on with that a little? We said understand the nature
and the structure of attachment, and the action that comes from
that understanding. Most of us are attached to possessions, whether
it is an antique table which you polish very carefully and look after,
or a house, a person, an idea, a particular form of experience,
attachment to a group and so on. Why is the mind attached? Aren’t
you attached to lots of things? I am afraid we are: our looks, our
hair, our bodies, our God; there are so many things we are attached
to. Why? Knowing that possessions in any form are one of the
major corrupting factors in life, we say, ‘Don’t possess; have a few
necessary clothes; don’t possess, take a vow of non-possession’. And
in that there is a lot of bother, travail, ‘I want that and I don’t want
it, I mustn’t, I must give it up, I have taken a vow’. So possessions
corrupt, and we say we must be detached from possessions, and
have all the conflict involved in that. For the speaker, attachment
is much more important than detachment. Can one find out why
the mind is attached, it doesn’t matter to what—to my sitting here?
I have been talking on a platform for fifty years, and so I find out
whether I am attached to that—I hope I am not. Why is the mind
attached? You see the difference? Not how to be detached but why
it is attached. Why are you attached to your house, to your wife, to
your girl, to your ideas, to your meditation, to your systems? Why?
What would happen if you were not attached?
Attachment gives a certain occupation to the mind. Right?
You constantly think about it, and this constant occupation is
one of the factors, because the brain and mind say, ‘Yes, I must be
occupied with something’, with my God, with my sex, with my
drink, with the kitchen or with the king, with some social order,
or communism, or whatever it is. And out of this demand for
occupation there is attachment, wanting to hold on to something.
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Now why is the mind occupied? Why must it be occupied?
What would happen if it were not occupied? Would it go astray?
Would it disintegrate? Would it feel utterly naked, empty, and
therefore occupation comes about from fear of that emptiness, and
hence the importance of the furniture, the book, the ideal, and so
on? So it is out of this empty feeling and loneliness, of not being
totally whole, that the mind is attached. Can the mind live, be vital,
energetic, full of depth, without attachment? Of course it can. Is
love attachment? Not that love is detachment. If love is attached
and detached, then love is painful—which we all know because we
go through that ugly state, or whatever it is.
Power is another form of corruption—political power,
religious power, power in the business world, power in carrying out
a certain talent that one has, the pleasure of power. Don’t you know
all this? When you dominate somebody, your cook or your servant,
or your wife or husband, or whoever it is, there is tremendous
pleasure in that. That is another factor of corruption. Which means
that energy, which is so necessary to bring about a transformation
in the content of consciousness, is dissipated in all these ways? Can
you see all this as fact, as a dangerous fact, not as a relative danger
but as a total danger for human beings? Now, if you see that as a
danger as real as a falling rock, you move away from it instantly and
are free of it. But to observe this you need a certain physical as well
as psychological sensitivity, and you cannot have this sensitivity if
you are indulging in all kinds of things—drink, sex, overworking,
you know, the whole business. So if you are at all serious, if you
give your attention, care, affection to this, you will see for yourself
that out of this freedom from the division that thought has created,
there is another kind of energy, which is intelligence.
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Intelligence is not put together by thought. It is not the
cunning intelligence of a politician, a priest or a businessman.
It comes out of the freedom that is perceiving the falseness, the
unreality of all this. Can your mind see it totally? It cannot see it
totally if you have any direction at all. An intelligent mind acts in
the field of thought intelligently. One’s mind has seen this, and
therefore sanely, without resistance, it is free from all the implications
of attachment, the structure and action of attachment, the pursuit
of power with all its complications and ruthlessness. One’s mind
also has seen the dividing process of thought. Seeing all that clearly,
totally, out of that you have energy, and that energy is intelligence.
Now, having that energy, that intelligence, the mind can operate in
the field of thought, not the other way round. I wonder if you see.
Am I conveying this?
Look, one can see what the world actually is outside and
inside—it is interrelationship, there is no division between the
outside and the inside. I see this, and I need energy to transform the
mind, so I must discard everything that is psychologically wasteful,
everything that breeds division and conflict within the mind. It
can be done only when there is observation of it, not resistance to
it; and there is observation only when the observer is the observed.
The observer is the past. The observer is put together by thought
in terms of experience, knowledge, memory, tradition. That is the
essence of the observer; and what he observes, which is the result of
thought, is still thought.
The chaos in the world, the misery, the starvation, the
poverty, the brutality, the violence, the mess and madness that
are going on, are created by thought. The observer says, ‘I must
change all that’, if he is at all intelligent, if he is at all awake and not
concerned with his own little pattern of life. But is the observer
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different from what he observes? The observer is also put together
by thought. So the observer is the observed. Now, when that is not
just a verbal statement, but a reality, conflict ceases, and therefore
you go beyond the limitations that thought has imposed on action.
Now can you do this? If you cannot, why not? Is it because
you are indolent, lazy, indifferent not only to your own sorrow,
to your own suffering, to your own misery, but also to the misery
of millions of people, to what is going on everywhere? You are
totally indifferent to all that because you want to find God, you
want to meditate, you want to learn how to breathe properly, how
to have the right kind of sexual relationship and this and that. If
you are concerned with the whole of humanity, not just with your
neighbour or your wife, but see the whole of humanity, then you
can put the detail in order; but without the perception of the whole,
you cannot put the details in order. That is why the politicians are
failing; they never question this, nor do the analysts, the priests, or
anyone else. It is only you and I who—if we are utterly responsible,
concerned, serious, committed—will be able to do this, because we
will have seen the whole and therefore are extraordinarily alive and
intelligent and can function in detail.
Saanen, Switzerland, 16 July 1974
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OBITUARIES

Jane Hammond
Farewell to a Special Friend
Many visitors to Brockwood will remember Jane Hammond, a
long-standing Trustee of the Foundation and the School, who died
recently. She made a major contribution to the work over many
years.
In the early 1960s when, without any help, I was running
the Krishnamurti office from my home, Jane asked if she could
help on a volunteer basis in any way. She could - and did - from
then until she and her husband suffered failing health in the late
1990s. As well as helping me regularly with the work of the office,
Jane attended the Saanen Gatherings over a long period. As soon
as Krishnamurti had finished speaking she would make a typescript
from the tape-recording of his talk so that translations in several
languages could be made without delay. Long after Krishnamurti
died in 1986 she continued to transcribe and verify a backlog of his
talks and dialogues. Her help in this aspect of the work was truly
tremendous.
She, and her architect husband Ian, were for several years
members of the Foundation’s Publications Committee. Jane saw
herself as a “back-room girl” but her interest in all aspects of the
work brought her many long-lasting friendships.
She had a strong interest in natural healing and trained to
become an acupressure practitioner - again, helping many people.
Before becoming interested in Krishnamurti’s teachings Jane and
Ian had been members of the Theosophical Society, which they
moved away from as their interest in Krishnaji’s work grew.
Jane loved Brockwood which she visited frequently, helping
wherever she could and, in particular, working with Kathy Forbes
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in the early days of the Centre. Nothing was too much trouble for
her.
A year or so ago Jane developed cancer of the oesophagus. She
knew for some time that she was to die of this but always remained
in excellent spirits and, as ever, was devoted to Krishnamurti’s
teachings. A friend who visited her with me only two weeks before
she died commented that he had felt truly inspired and uplifted to
be in her presence.
Jane was a very dear friend who will truly be much missed.
Alain Naudé
Alain Naudé, who for a period was Krishnamurti’s private secretary,
died recently in California. His passing was sudden and unexpected
as, at the age of 85, he seemed in reasonably good health.
He met Krishnamurti in 1963. Alain was then a music
lecturer at Pretoria University and a professional concert pianist.
He gave up his teaching and performing in 1964 to work with
Krishnamurti.
Fluent in several languages, he was immensely helpful at
international gatherings and in attracting younger audiences for
Krishnamurti. He had several dialogues with Krishnamurti which
were recorded and transcribed.
Alain left the Krishnamurti work in the late 1960s and then
made his home in California where he practised homeopathy and
tutored gifted musical students.
When he left the Krishnamurti work his lively wit and very
practical helpfulness were much missed.
Mary Cadogan
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THE KRISHNAMURTI CENTRE
Theme Weekends and Study Retreats are for those who would like
to enquire together in an atmosphere of openness with like-minded
people. These events are for those who are acquainted with the teachings
as well as for those who are new to them. Video or audio recordings of
Krishnamurti’s talks are followed by dialogues among the participants.
These dialogues are usually found to be helpful in deepening one’s
understanding of day-to-day issues. All except Introduction Days start
on Friday at lunchtime and end after lunch on the last day.

Programme for 2014
February, Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd
Facing a world in crisis
March, Friday 14th to Wednesday 19th
The transformation of man
April, Friday 18th to Sunday 20th
Is it possible never to be hurt?
May, Friday 23rd to Sunday 25th
Can we live without a motive?
June, Saturday 14th
An Introduction to Krishnamurti’s Teachings
June, Friday 20th to Sunday 22nd
The roots of psychological conflict
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July, Friday 11th to Wednesday 16th
To know oneself
August, Friday 15th to Sunday 17th
You are the world and the world is you
September, Friday 19th to Sunday 21st
The beginning and ending of ignorance
October, Saturday 4th
An Introduction to Krishnamurti’s Teachings
October, Friday 17th to Sunday 19th
The urgency of change
November (dates to be confirmed)
French Theme Weekend
November, Friday 14th to Wednesday 19th
Breaking the pattern of conditioning
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NEW DVD AND MP3 RELEASES
DVDs
Public Meetings
• What place has knowledge in human relationships?
Talk with Scientists, Bombay (Mumbai), India, 1984

• Compassion is freedom from sorrow
Two Public Talks, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1981
• You are only aware now, or never
Eleven Public Meetings, Saanen, Switzerland, 1976
• Why has the brain got caught in the narrow circle of the self?
Nine Public Meetings, Saanen, Switzerland, 1983
• Without beauty and love there is no truth
Eight Public Meetings, Saanen, Switzerland, 1985
• Why does the mind live in time?
Six Public Meetings, Brockwood Park, UK, 1980
• Our consciousness is the common ground on which all humanity
stands
Six Public Meetings, Brockwood Park, UK, 1981
• Meditation is the emptying of the mind of will
Four Public Talks, New York, USA, 1971
• How is one to live a life that is completely orderly?
Two Public Talks, Ojai, USA, 1972
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• Intelligence is the capacity to see the truth that thought is limited
Ten Public Meetings, Ojai, USA, 1977
• The essence of goodness is a mind that is not in conflict
Ten Public Meetings, Ojai, USA, 1979
• Truth demands a mind that is totally free
Ten Public Meetings, Ojai, USA, 1982
• Can we live together without conflict?
Six Public Meetings, Ojai, USA, 1983
• What is total action?
Four Public Talks, Santa Monica, USA, 1972
• Why can’t man live peacefully on the earth?
Public Talk at the United Nations, USA, 1985
Discussions
• Authority is destructive
Discussion with Huston Smith, Claremont Colleges, USA, 1968

• What is the meaning of education?
Four Discussions with Staff and Parents, Ojai, USA, 1977
• Two discussions with young people
Two Discussions, University of Southern California, USA, 1971
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Seminars
• What is correct action in a deteriorating world?
Six Seminar Meetings with Scientists, Brockwood Park, UK,
1979

• Can the brain ever be quiet?
Three Seminar Meetings with Scientists, Brockwood Park, UK,
1984
DVDs with new subtitles
• A wholly different way of living
Eighteen discussions with Allan W. Anderson
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Spanish, Portuguese

• Beyond Myth and Tradition
Twelve part series
Subtitles: Portuguese, Dutch, English, Greek, Finnish, Romanian
• On Freedom
An Introduction to the teachings of J. Krishnamurti
Subtitles: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, English, Finnish, French,
Greek, Hebrew, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese,
Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish
• To observe without distortion
Ten Public Meetings, Ojai, USA, 1980
Subtitles: Chinese, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
Vietnamese.
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• Ending all fear
Four Public Talks, San Diego, USA, 1970
Subtitles: Finnish, Greek, Japanese, Romanian
MP3 Discs
Public Meetings
• To learn about oneself one has to learn anew each minute
Four Public Talks, Bombay (Mumbai), India, 1971

• One sees or understands only when the mind is quiet
Five Public Talks, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1967
• Can thought become quiet?
Nine Public Meetings, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1968
• How do you observe a fact?
Five Public Meetings, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1971
• Truth is a living thing with no place, abode or time
Three Public Talks, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1973
• Meditation is the total release of energy
Six Public Meetings, Brockwood Park, UK, 1971
• Our consciousness is the common ground on which all humanity
stands
Six Public Meetings, Brockwood Park, UK, 1981
• The mind must be totally empty to see something new
Vol. 1 & 2
Twelve Public Meetings, London, UK, 1961
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• Can thought be silent?
Four Public Talks, Berkeley, USA, 1969
Seminars
• What is correct action in a deteriorating world?
Six Seminar Meetings, Brockwood Park, UK, 1979
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KRISHNAMURTI INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES
ARGENTINA		
Centro Informacion Krishnamurti
			c/o Daniel Herschtal, Humboldt 2208 5A
			
1426, Ciudad, Buenos Aires
			
+54 11 4776 6532 / daniel@kfla.org / www.fkla.org
AUSTRALIA		
Krishnamurti Australia
			Leon Horsnell, 54 Michie Street
			Wanniassa ACT. 2903
			
+61 (0)2 6231 6738 / Leonh@pcug.org.au
			www.krishnamurtiaustralia.org
			Gerald Reardon
			
P O Box 40, Mudgeeraba, Queensland 4213
			gerald.reardon@gmail.com
AUSTRIA 		
Krishnamurti-Forum D|A|CH
			
Klara & Bernd Hollstein, Zwerenberg 34
			D-71560 Sulzbach, GERMANY
			
+49 (0)71 93 91 10 71
			German e-mail: k-info@jkrishnamurti.de
			English e-mail: k-committee@jkrishnamurti.de
			www.jkrishnamurti.de
BELGIUM 		
Krishnamurti Comite Belgie vzw (Flemish)
			
Jef De Smet, Eglantierlaan, 86, B-2610, Wilrijk
			
+32 (9) 223 7067 / jef.desmet@skynet.be
			
Comite Belge Krishnamurti (French)
			
Mina Aloupi, 9 Normandylaan, B-1933 Sterrebeek
			
+32 (2)782 05 88 /
			Krishnamurti.belgique@telenet.be
			www.krishnamurti.be24
BRAZIL			
Instituicao Cultural Krishnamurti
			
Rua dos Andradas, 29 Sala 1007 RJ 20051-000
			
Rio de Janeiro +55 (0)21 232 2646
			www.krishnamurti.com.br
			Centro Tiradentes
			
Rachel Fernandes, Rua Joao Batista Ramalho, 207,
			MG, CEP 36325-000,
			
Tiradentes +55 (32) 3355 1277
			rachelrf@mgconecta.com.br
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BULGARIA		
Philippe Philippov
			
Maestro Kanev 7, 1618 Sofia
			
or 154 Grotewinkellaan, 1853 Grimbergen,
			Belgium
			
+359 (0) 2 267 1627/ filip.filipov@abv.bg
CANADA 		
Krishnamurti Information Centre of Montreal.
			
PO Box 543, Station B, H3B 3K3, Montreal,
			Quebec
			
+514 937 8869 / info@krishnamurtimontreal.org
			www.krishnamurtimontreal.org
CHINA 			
Krishnamurti Study Group of Beijing
			Fanfu Li
			yjff11@yahoo.com.cn
			www.jkrishnamurti.org.cn
			J. K. Meditation Studio (KMS)
			Sue Wang
			Kang Wei
			CHINA
			Email: jkmeditationstudio@qq.com
CZECH REPUBLIC
Libor Simek
			Jungmannova 906
			66434 Kurim
			simek.libor@gmail.com
DENMARK 		
Krishnamurti Komiteen
			
Henrik Petersen, Thorsgade 85, 1, Tv.
			Copenhagen N, 2200
			shp7772003@yahoo.dk / www.krishnamurti.dk
EGYPT			
Krishnamurti Committee Egypt
			
Mr Y. K. Abagui, 17 Shagaret El Dorr
			Zamalek, Cairo
			
+20 2 735 1554
FINLAND 		
Krishnamurti Tiedotusyhdistys ry
			
c/o Sakari Lehtinen, Kapteeninkatu 5 D 48
			00140 Helsinki
			
info@krishnamurti.fi / www.krishnamurti.fi
FRANCE 		
Association Culturelle Krishnamurti
			
7, rue du General Guilhem, 75011 Paris
			
+33 1 4021 3333 / ack@krishnamurti-france.org
			www.krishnamurti-france.org
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GERMANY 		
Krishnamurti-Forum D|A|CH
			
Klara & Bernd Hollstein, Zwerenberg 34
			D-71560 Sulzbach
			
+49 71 9391 1071
			German e-mail: k-info@jkrishnamurti.de
			English e-mail: k-committee@jkrishnamurti.de
			www.jkrishnamurti.de
GREECE 		
Krishnamurti Library
			
Nikos Pilavios, Tim Filimonos 22, 115 21 Athens
			
+30 1 210 64 36681 / info@klibrary.gr
			www.klibrary.gr
HONG KONG 		
Krishnamurti Committee Hong Kong
			
Angela Wong, H1 No.7 Victoriana Ave, Royal
			Palms, Yuen Long
			+852 2877 1661
INDONESIA 		
Krishnamurti Indonesia Committee
			
Nadpodo P Semadi, J1 Asem Dua no27
			
Cipete Selatan 12410, Jakarta
			
+62 21 766 7839 / www.krishnamurti.or.id
IRELAND (NORTHERN) Krishnamurti Committee Ireland
			
Alastair Herron, 7 Rosetta Park, Belfast, BT6 ODJ
			
+44 (0)2890 648387 / alastair@krishnamurti.me
ISRAEL 			
Krishnamurti Committee Israel
			
Avraham Jacoby, Shear Iashoov St No 3/14
			Ramat Gan 52276
			
+972 0545608017 / jacobya@azrieli.com
			http://communa.tapuz.co.il/krishnamurti
ITALY 			
Krishnamurti Committee Italy
			
Olga Fedeli, Via Ai Prati 13, 28040 Lesa, Novara
			
+39 0322 7261 / fedeliolga@gmail.com
			www.krishnamurti.it
JORDAN 		
Zafira Al-Labadi
			
PO Box 911182, Amman 11191, Jordan
			
+962 777 225590 / zafira.labadi@gmail.com
MALAYSIA 		
Committee Malaysia
			
Casey Tiew, HB-4-2, Lorong Kenari
			
11900 Sg. Ara, Penang
			
+60 4 644 8228 / caseytw@yahoo.com
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MAURITIUS 		
Holistic Education Network
			
Devendra Nath Dowlut, 16 Av. Capucines
			Quatre Bornes
NEPAL			
Krishnamurti Study Centre Nepal
			
Arun Shrestha, Tushita Rest House
			
PO Box 3004, Kathmandu
			
+977 1 226 977 / fort@mos.com.np
NETHERLANDS
Stichting Krishnamurti Nederland
			
Peter Jonkers, Jan Gossaertlaan 11
			3723 CM, Bilthoven
			
+31 30 229 0741 / hzz.pj@freeler.nl
			www.krishnamurti.nl
NEW ZEALAND		
Krishnamurti Association New Zealand
			
Jane Evans, 64 Ryburn Rd, RD4, Hamilton, 3284
			kanzadmin@gmail.com /
			www.krishnamurti-nz.org
NORWAY 		
Krishnamurti Committee Norway
			
Helge K Lovdal, Frantzebratveien 9, 0283 Oslo
			
+47 9 521 0366 / helge.lovdal@nho.no
PHILIPPINES 		
Krishnamurti Information Centre Philippines
			
Prof. Arturo M Perez, D-106 Hardin Bogainvillea
			
Pook Aguinaldo, University Philippines 27
			
Diliman, 1101, Quezon City
			
+63 2 489 8657
POLAND 		
Krishnamurti Committee Poland
			
Felix Gorski, Mieleckiego 7/2, 61-494 Poznan
			
+48 61 833 3782 / szczesnyg@tlen.pl
PORTUGAL 		
Nucleo Cultural Krishnamurti
			
Ivone Apolinário & João Quintas,
			
Rua Cândido Oliveira, 75, 4º Trás, 4715-012 Braga
			
+351 965 477360 / 969 734650 / nucleok@sapo.pt
			www.kfoundation.org/portugal/index
ROMANIA 		
Krishnamurti Cultural Association
			Mariana Straton
			flight77_2000@yahoo.com
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SINGAPORE 		
Krishnamurti Committee Singapore
			
Peter S K Awyong, 8 Anthony Road #01-01
			Singapore 229957
			+65 9186 9759
			krishnamurti_singapore@yahoo.com.sg
SLOVENIA		
Krishnamurti Committee Slovenia
			
Viktor Krasevec, Ziherlova ulica 39, 1000 Ljubjana
			
+386 1 281 10 81 / viktor.krasevec@siol.net
SOUTH AFRICA
Krishnamurti Learning Centre of South Africa
			
Mrs Rose Doel, 30A Tully Allen Road
			Rondebosh, Capetown 7700
			
+27 (0)21 685 2269 / rosedoel@telkomsa.net
SOUTH KOREA		
Krishnamurti Committee Korea
			
Prof. Young Ho Kim, Department of Philosophy
			Inha University, 253 Yonghyun-Dong
			Nam-Ku, Inchon 402-751
			
+82 (0)16 9551 6002 / yohokim@hotmail.com
			www.ikck.org
SRI LANKA 		
Krishnamurti Centre Sri Lanka
			
Ravi Palihawadna, No 310 High Level Road
			Colombo 06
			ravi.paliha@gmail.com
SWEDEN		
Krishnamurti Centre of Sweden
			
Sten Frodin, Rymdvagen 1, SE-175 60 Jarfalla
			+46 (0)8511 77834
			krishnamurtistockholm@telia.com /
			www.abc.se/~m43728
SWITZERLAND
Gisele Balleys
			
7A Chemin Floraire, CH1225 Chene-Bourg/
			Geneva
			
+41 (0)22 349 66 74 / giseleballeys@hotmail.com
			Krishnamurti Forum Zurich
			
Martin Mattli, Zelglistrasse 34
			CH8634, Hombrechtikon
			
+41 (0)55 244 2331 / k-forum@krishnamurti.ch
			www.krishnamurti.ch
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THAILAND 		
The Anveekshana
			
P O Box 5, Tunglung Post Office, T.Patong A.
			Hadyai, Songkhla, 90230
			
+66 (0) 81 328 7132 / questfoundation@gmail.com
			www.anveekshana.org
TUNISIA 		
Association Culturelle Krishnamurti de Tunisie
			
Exploitation Habib Belhaouane B.P 10
			
Somaa km 12 route de Beni Khaled
			8023 Nabeul
			
+216 96 034 011belhaouanehabib@yahoo.fr
TURKEY 		
Krishnamurti Committee Turkey
			
Barbaras Blvd. No: 18/5, Balmumcu, Istanbul
			
+90 (0)212 274 33 38 / kinfo@fuarplus.com
UGANDA 		
Krishnamurti Committee Uganda
			
+256 7598 9692 / +256 4812 0514
VENEZUELA 		
Centro Informacion Krishnamurti
			
Marco Bonilla, Calle Roraima
			
Quinta Zeiba #72 Entra Avda., Rio de Janeiro y
			
Avda Araure., Chuao, Caracas 1060
			
+58 (0)212 991 8627 / kvenezuela@hotmail.com
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THE KRISHNAMURTI SCHOOLS

						
UK			 Brockwood Park School
			
Bramdean, Hampshire SO24 0LQ
			admin@brockwood.org.uk
			www.brockwood.org.uk
			
(International Boarding School, ages 14 to 19)
INDIA			
Rishi Valley Education Centre
			
Rishi Valley Post, Chittoor District
			
517 352, A.P / office@rishivalley.org
			
(Boarding school, ages 9 to 18)
			Rajghat Education Centre			
			Rajghat Fort, Varanasi
			
221 001, U.P. / rbskfi@gmail.com
			
(Ages 7 to 18 & 19 to 21)
			The School – KFI					
			
Damodar Gardens, Besant Avenue, Adyar		
			
Chennai 600 020 / theschool.kfi.chennai@gmail.com
			
(Day school, ages 4 to 18)
			The Valley School					
			‘Haridvanam’, Thatguni				
			
Bangalore 560 062 / office@thevalleyschool.info
			
(Day and Boarding, ages 6 to 18)
			Bal-Anand					
			
Akash-Deep, 28 Dongersi Road, Malabar
			Bombay 400 006
			
(An after-school centre for young children)
			Sahyadri School				
			
Amresh Kumar Tiwai Hill, Rajgurunagar		
			
District, Pune 410513, Maharashtra
			sahyadrischool@gmail.com
			
(Boarding school, age 9 onwards)
USA			
The Oak Grove School
			220 West Lomita Avenue
			Ojai, CA 93023
			info@oakgroveschool.com
			
(Day School, ages 3 1/2 to 19,
			
Boarding school, ages 10 to 19)
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THE KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATIONS

								
UK			 Krishnamurti Foundation Trust
			
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire
			SO24 0LQ UK
			
+44 (0)1962 771 525
			info@kfoundation.org
			www.kfoundation.org
INDIA			
Krishnamurti Foundation India
			
Vasanta Vihar, 64/5 Greenways Road
			
Chennai 600 028, India
			
+91 44 2493 7803
			info@kfionline.org
			www.kfionline.org
LATIN AMERICA
Fundacion Krishnamurti Latinoamericana
			
Calle San Isidre 3, Jávea
			Alicante 03730, Spain
			
+34 96 646 0530
			fkl@fkla.org
			www.fkla.org
USA			
Krishnamurti Foundation of America
			
PO Box 1560, Ojai CA
			93024-1560 USA
			
+1 805 646 2726
			kfa@kfa.org
			www.kfa.org
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WE CAN ALL HELP
Each year the Krishnamurti Foundation Trust releases new DVDs and
MP3 discs containing previously unpublished talks and discussions by
Krishnamurti; it assists with the translation of this same material into
more than 30 languages; it visits books fairs throughout the world to
meet publishers and arrange for new Krishnamurti titles to be printed;
and it continues its programme of preservation and dissemination of
the teachings with a state-of-the-art archives and a growing online
presence. You can support us in this important work by making a
donation, however small, or with a legacy.
This can be done online at:
www.kfoundation.org/donation.php
or contact the Administrator of the Foundation:
Jerome Blanche
Krishnamurti Foundation Trust
Brockwood Park, Bramdean
Hants, SO24 0LQ, UK
Email: administrator@kfoundation.org
Tel: +44 (0) 1962 771525
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